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By Jack London : Call of the Wild and White Fang (Wordsworth Classics)  since the end of world war ii 
illustrated comics of literary classics have captured the imaginations of children and introduced them to western 
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civilizations most top 150 classic books list people are very interested in finding a list of classic books each reader 
probably has a personal opinion as to what should make up a Call of the Wild and White Fang (Wordsworth Classics): 

0 of 0 review helpful The Wolf who Lived Like a Dog By Alastair Browne The story begins with White Fang s mother 
a half wolf half dog a wild predator in the Arctic who literally stalks her prey that includes dogs and humans After a 
while and I won t get into the gory details but there are many she mates with a full bred wolf to produce a litter 
including White Fang who ends up being the only survivor of the breed With an Introduction and Notes by Lionel 
Kelly University of Reading The Call of the Wild 1903 and White Fang 1906 are world famous animal stories Set in 
Alaska during the Klondike Gold Rush of the late 1890s The Call of the Wild is about Buck the magnificent cross bred 
offspring of a St Bernard and a Scottish Collie Stolen from his pampered life on a Californian estate and shipped to the 
Klondike to work as a sledge dog he triumphs over his circumstances and b One hundred and one years after its 
publication it is still enthralling The opening chapters are haunting their depiction of the wilderness of snow ice and 
forest faced by gold prospectors exquisite and terrifying The menace of ever present death for man 
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